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Abstract

Historians locate the origins of the American Revolution in an acute displeasure with
colonial governing arrangements after the Crown and Parliament pursued a regime of
taxation and commercial restrictions following the Seven Years’ War despite colonial
contributions to the British victory over France. We consider this narrative afresh by
bringing modern tools of social scientific research to archival data from the eighteenth
century. After digitizing roll call votes for three colonial assemblies, we estimate ideal
points for 456 colonial legislators using 1535 votes from 1743–1775. The estimation pro-
cedure uncovers a Loyalist–Patriot dimension that explains a substantial proportion
of colonial roll call decisions. We validate our estimates by comparing them to pri-
mary and secondary sources on the preferences of assemblymen not expressed via roll
calls. We find that legislators exhibited remarkable ideological heterogeneity along the
Loyalist–Patriot dimension from 1743 onward; that Loyalist policy representation in
provincial assemblies increased during the Seven Years’ War; and that Loyalists main-
tained agenda control from the beginning of the conflict with France through the end
of the colonial period, suggesting that colonial assemblies were not suitably equipped
to advance the ultimate desire among Patriots for political self-determination. Exist-
ing colonial institutions were insufficient to meet the growing popularity of ideas of
self-determination in British North America.
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Historical narratives of the American Revolution paint a picture of British colonists in North

America growing increasingly alarmed by royal and parliamentary encroachments on their

political sovereignty in the two decades preceding the Declaration of Independence. While

frustration with assertions of control by the London government was necessarily decentralized

and took many forms—whether mass demonstrations by colonial subjects, the establishment

of committees of correspondence, or petitions for the redress of grievances—one prominent

institutional site of ideological dissatisfaction with British rule was the American provincial

assembly (Greene 1963). The historical precursor of contemporary state lower houses (Squire

2012), provincial assemblies assumed a natural role as fora for expressions of colonial dis-

content as they represented the sole popularly elected representative institution in British

North America (Labaree 1930). While scholars have long characterized acts of resistance by

colonial assemblies as significant events on the road to revolution, no existing research has

used modern social scientific tools to evaluate the role played by provincial assemblies in the

decades prior to American independence.

In this article, we contribute to the understanding of colonial politics by examining the

preferences and behavior of individual legislators as well as the outputs of the colonial leg-

islative process. After digitizing roll call votes for Maryland, New Jersey, and New York from

1743–1775, we estimate ideal points and bill-level parameters uncovering a Loyalist–Patriot

dimension that we then use to evaluate ideological heterogeneity, legislator behavior, and

agenda control in the decades leading up to the Declaration of Independence. The article is

organized as follows. First we describe the conventional historical narrative of the American

Revolution. Second, we discuss the organizational and procedural characteristics of British

colonial assemblies. Third, we introduce the roll call data we use and validate the ideal points

and bill-level parameters we estimate. Finally, we use the estimates to evaluate implications

of the conventional narrative of the American Revolution, finding evidence consistent with

the traditional narrative.
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The Road to Revolution and the Absence of Legislative

Solutions

No one can more sincerely rejoice than I do on the reduction of Canada; and this
is not merely as I am a colonist, but as I am a Briton. I have long been of opinion,
that the foundations of the future grandeur and stability of the British empire lie
in America; and though, like other foundations, they are low and little now,
they are, nevertheless, broad and strong enough to support the greatest political
structure that human wisdom ever yet erected.

—Benjamin Franklin, 1760 (Franklin 1904)

The Seven Years’ War represented a massive military victory for the British over France.

During the war, the colonies in American proved instrumental in securing a British vic-

tory by voluntarily supplying massive amounts of men and materiel in the North Amer-

ican theater. The American colonists’ enthusiasm for participating in the conflict against

the French originated in their strong self-identification as Britons, despite prewar conflicts

between the colonies and the metropolis (Varg 1964). Even eventual Patriot and founder

Benjamin Franklin identified himself as “a Briton” in the decade prior to the Revolutionary

War. Notwithstanding their victory, the British came out of the war with a debt between

£100,000,000 and £150,000,000 (Greene 1980). To finance the war debt, the British at-

tempted to directly tax the American colonies, resulting in a grave sense of betrayal among

American colonists who believed themselves decisive in the British victory and therefore

entitled to better treatment by the Crown, including proper representation in the British

Parliament.

The wave of British nationalism that pervaded the colonies during the Seven Years’

War brought with it a rise in Loyalist policy representation in colonial assemblies. Once

relations soured between the colonies and the metropolis after the war, however, colonial

representation failed to calibrate to the new Patriot sentiment among colonists and Loyalists

maintained a stronghold on colonial assemblies. The absence of Patriot policy representation

in colonial assemblies following the Seven Years’ War frustrated colonial attempts at legisla-
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tive solutions to their perceptions of subjugation at the hands of the central government.

The confluence of colonists’ sense of betrayal by Great Britain and the inability of their

representative institutions to ameliorate their discontent enhanced the appeal of revolution

relative to reform within the existing political framework.

While the global outcome of the Seven Years’ War was a resounding British success,

the multi-front war did not come without its costs. To the great dismay of Britons in the

colonies, efforts to finance the war against the French both prior to and after the conclusion

of the conflict engendered significant tensions between the North American colonies and the

central government in London. In particular, revenue raising legislation intended to finance

the war debt after 1763 rankled many American colonists by introducing a host of new

direct taxes on various aspects of colonial life. Examples of legislation establishing direct

taxes on commercial and administrative affairs in the colonies famously include the Stamp

Act in 1765 and the Revenue Act in 1767. Direct (or “internal”) taxation led to special

discontent in the colonies, where subjects had long accepted Parliament’s authority to levy

indirect (“external”) taxes on colonists in the form of import or export duties, but largely

rejected direct taxes on the colonies’ internal commerce. Further, beyond imposing new fiscal

obligations on the North American provinces, revenue generating legislation enacted after

1763 represented for many colonists a profound betrayal of the appreciation owed them after

their significant contributions during the Seven Years’ War (Greene 1980). In other words,

whereas the colonists reasonably expected politically favorable treatment in light of the part

they played in victory over the French, Parliament instead enacted laws suggesting to many

American subjects that the colonies were little more than an economic resource for the

exchequer to plunder.

Postwar taxes on the British colonies in America were coupled with assertions of parlia-

mentary authority over colonial assemblies. Prior to the formal conclusion of the war with

France in 1763, there were few repressive measures taken by Parliament vis-à-vis colonial as-

semblies in part due to a “[g]eneral lack of interest in the routine business of colonial affairs”
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combined with a “failure to recognize the potential seriousness of the situation” in North

America, namely, the colonists’ waxing appetite for political self-determination (Greene 1963,

17). By the end of the war, however, parliamentary efforts to constrain exercises of legisla-

tive autonomy in the colonies accelerated as the London government came to recognize the

intensity of colonial frustrations. Nevertheless, at least until Parliament enacted the Intol-

erable Acts in 1774, provincial assemblies retained a central role in colonial policy-making,

and remained significant institutional manifestations of colonial power over local affairs.

Despite legislating in an environment of curtailed sovereignty due both to jurisdictional

limitations and an absolute executive veto, the role played by provincial assemblies in colo-

nial governance presented legislators with the opportunity to express their preferences on a

wide variety of public policies. Most importantly for our purposes, continued participation

in governing provincial affairs gave individual legislators the chance to support or oppose

the central government’s preferred policies both publicly and officially. This includes many

instances in which legislators were called upon to endorse or reject proposals that would

remunerate funds from colonial coffers back to England toward the extinguishment of debts

incurred during the Seven Years’ War. For instance, in March 1762, Maryland’s provincial

assembly voted on a bill that appropriated colonial funds back to London to service the

war debt. Though the assembly enacted the bill, the margin was closer than might have

been expected, particularly as the war had not yet reached its formal conclusion. On the

roll call vote to pass the bill, there were 26 votes in favor, with 21 votes opposed, reflecting

a surprisingly sharp intraprovincial division of opinion on a matter related to ongoing im-

perial security. There were numerous additional votes in subsequent years in which colonial

legislators rather expressly disapproved of British policies, beginning with the Stamp Act

Crisis. One such roll call vote reflecting direct tension between North American colonists and

London occurred in November 1764, when the New York provincial assembly considered a

resolution establishing that it would be a “high infringement of the freedom of inhabitants”

of New York for Parliament to suspend the colony’s legislature. While this particularly com-
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bative motion failed, over a quarter of New York assemblymen present voted in favor of

it. Indeed, tensions between provincial legislatures and the British government ultimately

culminated in Parliament dissolving colonial assemblies altogether prior to the onset of the

revolution.

Colonial Assemblies and the Pre-Revolutionary Policy

Process

British colonial history during the eighteenth century prior to the outbreak of revolution in

the 1770s witnessed the rise of representative assemblies in North America (Gailmard 2017;

Greene 1963). In particular, historians have focused on the provincial assembly—the lower

chamber of the colonial legislature—as the primary institution in which resistance to royal

and proprietary authority in the colonies began to manifest as tensions with the Crown and

Parliament rose. It is hardly surprising that colonial assemblies should be the venue in which

frustrations with the English central government among the American colonists were given

voice as they were the sole institution in provincial government that responded in any mean-

ingful way to the preferences of colonial subjects. Though exercising the franchise was condi-

tioned on varying property qualifications across the British provinces, those colonists eligible

for the suffrage nonetheless popularly elected representatives to provincial assemblies, and

generally expected that these assemblies would function as local parliaments advancing the

interests of colonial subjects even when they diverged from those of the central government

(Labaree 1930). Indeed, associating themselves with the “mother of Parliaments” in London

fostered the institutional maturation of colonial assemblies by encouraging assemblymen to

formalize legislative procedures, to advocate for rights and privileges comparable to those

enjoyed at Westminster, and generally to take measures that enhanced their institutional

integrity (Batinski 1987).
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While British colonial assemblies bear more than a passing resemblance to both national

Anglo-American parliaments as well as the lower chambers in state legislatures that devel-

oped subsequent to U.S. independence, the institutional authority of provincial assemblies

was by no means coextensive with the powers of these other more autonomous legislative

bodies. Likewise, the policy process in the British colonies was not fully democratic even

beyond limitations to the franchise. As in the early United States, the colonial legislative

power was bicameral in nature, but the upper chamber was not popularly elected. Instead,

the duties of the upper provincial chamber were fulfilled by the provincial council, comprising

individuals appointed for life by the Board of Trade in London. Legislation thus required the

assent of these groups, modeled after the House of Lords and Privy Council, whose members

preponderantly supported conservative politics and royal authority (Labaree 1930). Further,

colonial policy-making could only proceed in the absence of opposition by the royal governor,

who as the most important representative of the Crown in the colonies held an absolute veto

over provincial legislation, as well as the power to summon, prorogue, and dissolve provincial

assemblies at will. Even if the royal governor did not exercise his veto, the Privy Council

could disallow bills otherwise duly enacted by colonial governments. Last, as popular senti-

ment for political independence grew among colonists and their elected representatives, the

Crown and Parliament alike sought to regulate provincial legislative activity more stringently

still, exemplified by the Board of Trade’s recommendation to the Duke of York that “[t]he

fewer acts there are confirmed, the greater will be the dependence of the colonies upon the

crown” (Board of Trade 1936). Ultimately, however, the politically subservient institutional

station of the provincial assemblies served only to exacerbate colonial frustrations.

In addition to their relatively circumscribed institutional authority, colonial assemblies

also lacked formal party organizations (Squire 2012). Despite this difference from contem-

porary U.S. politics, Dorssom (2021) has demonstrated that over the course of the pre-

revolutionary period, certain provincial legislatures became more institutionalized. Further,

it does not immediately follow that despite the lack of parties, there existed no durable
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(if informal) cleavages between voting blocs in British provincial assemblies. For instance,

historians reading the records of colonial legislatures have posited a number of potential

explanations for variation in colonial roll call votes. For instance, Batinski (1987) notes that

at various points over the course of the eighteenth century, provincial legislators in New

Jersey differed based on the Country and Court ideologies that took root in England after

the Restoration, sectional tensions between the erstwhile East and West New Jerseys, and

whether they represented an urban or rural constituency, while Purvis (1986) maintains that

the most significant determinant of legislative behavior in provincial New Jersey was the rep-

resentatives’ orientation toward the colony’s proprietors. Meanwhile, Vanzant (2016) argues

that in Maryland, the primary political division was religious in nature, representing fric-

tion between the Protestant majority and the Catholic proprietary government, and Becker

(1909) posits that legislative preferences in colonial New York were driven by the political

demands of that province’s dominant aristocratic families such as the Livingstons and the

De Lanceys. In this article, we contribute to historical scholarship on the ideology of colonial

legislators by measuring more systematically the dimensions on which assemblymen’s prefer-

ences varied, and using those measures to evaluate dominant historical narratives regarding

colonial politics.

The Data: Colonial Roll Call Records

We collected and digitized roll call records from three colonial assemblies: Maryland, New

Jersey, and New York.1 Table 1 displays the years for which we have roll call records for each

colony as well as the number of votes and legislators and Figure 1 provides an example of

the raw roll call data that we digitized. We collected roll call outcomes from each colony’s

contemporaneous recordkeeping of the votes and proceedings in their provincial assembly.

1These are three of the four colonies that became U.S. states for which comprehensive, individual-level
data on roll call vote choices exist. Such data also exist for Delaware, but there were only fourteen votes with
individual roll call choices recorded for the entirety of the colony’s history, so as such, we exclude Delaware
from our analyses here.
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Figure 1 displays an example of a roll call vote from New Jersey in 1745. All three colonies

kept similar records of individual vote choices on non-unanimous votes.

Figure 1: Example of a Roll Call Vote (New Jersey, 1745)

We then estimated ideal points and item parameters following Clinton, Jackman and

Rivers (2004).2 Ideal points are summaries of preferences over policy alternatives assuming

legislators vote according to a simple spatial model where they vote Yea on bills that are

closer to their ideal points than the status quo, and Nay otherwise. In addition to ideal

points, the statistical model we use estimates two item-level parameters for each bill: a

discrimination parameter which is an estimate of how a change in a legislator’s ideal point

influences the probability they vote Yea on a bill, and a difficulty parameter which is an

estimate of the baseline probability of any legislator voting Yea on a bill. We estimate ideal

points separately for each colony for two reasons. First, all analyses to follow are conducted

within-colony, so cross-colony comparisons of ideal points are unnecessary. Second, bridging

ideal points across colonies requires assuming the issue space is identical in each colony

and requires adding additional roll call data from legislatures where members from each

colony served together. While many colonial legislators went on to serve in the Continental

2Following Clinton, Jackman and Rivers (2004), we estimated ideal points and item parameters assuming
that the probability legislator i votes Yea on item j equals Φ(βjxi − αj), where Φ is the standard normal
cumulative density function, βj is a vector of discrimination parameters for item j, xi is a vector of legislator
i’s ideal points, and αj is item j’s difficulty parameter. Parameters were estimated using Bayesian Markov
chain Monte Carlo estimation with 110,000 iterations, a burn-in in 10,000, and thinning by 100.
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Congress, to use those legislators to bridge ideal points, we would also have to assume the

issue space in the Continental Congress is the same as in each colonial assembly which is

likely not the case.

Table 1: Colonial Assemblies Roll Call Data

Legislature Years Covered Votes Legislators
Maryland Assembly 1745–1774 662 254
New Jersey Assembly 1745–1775 436 107
New York Assembly 1743–1775 437 95

Total — 1535 456

Dimensionality

First, we consider the dimensionality of the issue space in each colonial assembly. A com-

mon claim in the political science literature on parties in legislatures is that parties result

in low-dimensional politics since parties structure the agenda to overcome collective action

problems (Aldrich 1995; Jenkins 1999; Poole and Rosenthal 2000). Since colonial assemblies

lacked formal party organizations, and most lacked many standing, policy-focused commit-

tees (Squire 2012), we might expect a high-dimensional issue space. To test dimensionality,

we estimated ideal point models in one, two, three, four, and five dimensions for each colony,

then evaluated the percentage of roll call decisions correctly predicted for each colony in

each dimension. We estimate the uncertainty of the percentage of correctly predicted roll

call decisions via bootstrap resampling to generate confidence intervals.3 Table 2 displays

the change in correctly predicted roll call decisions from adding an additional dimension and

figure 2 displays the percentage of correctly predicted roll call decisions with bootstrapped

confidence intervals by colony.

The issue space in Maryland is best characterized with three dimensions as adding a

fourth dimension only increases correct prediction by half a percentage point and that in-

3Specifically, for each colony, we sampled with replacement columns of the roll-call matrix (i.e., bills)
5000 times, each time recording the percentage of roll call decisions correctly predicted. We then constructed
90% confidence intervals by extracting the 5th and 95th percentiles of each resampled distribution.
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Table 2: Prediction Gains from Added Dimensions

Change in Correctly Predicted Votes
State Two Dimensions Three Dimensions Four Dimensions Five Dimensions
Maryland 0.039† 0.032† 0.005 0.037†

New Jersey 0.124† 0.026† −0.016 0.067†

New York 0.094† 0.038† 0.017† 0.026†

†p ≤ 0.05 (one-tailed)

Note: Cells represent difference in percent of roll call votes correctly predicted by adding
one dimension to come to the number of dimensions listed in column names. Differences
are significant (p ≥ 0.05) if 90% bootstrapped confidence intervals do not overlap. Cells in
bold indicate the number of dimensions selected for final estimates: two dimensions for New
Jersey and New York and three dimensions for Maryland. These were selected by finding
the dimension such that adding another dimension only marginally improves prediction, the
“elbow” in figure 2.

crease is not statistically significant at the 0.05 level. In New Jersey and New York, however,

the issue space is best characterized with only two dimensions. Adding a third dimension to

New Jersey only increases correct prediction by 2.6 percentage points (compared to the 12.4

percentage point increase from adding a second dimension) and adding a third to New York

only increases correct prediction by 3.8 percentage points (compared to the 9.4 percentage

point increase from adding a second dimension).

In absolute terms, the roll call decisions of assemblymen in colonial New York are the

easiest to predict. For each dimension, The percentage of correctly predicted votes is highest

in New York than the two other colonies. The gains from adding dimensions are sufficiently

diminished after two dimensions, and two dimensions correctly predict 91% of roll call deci-

sions. Second easiest to predict are roll call decisions of assemblymen in colonial New Jersey.

The gains from adding dimensions are sufficiently diminished after two dimensions, and two

dimensions correctly predict 88% of roll call decisions. Hardest to predict are roll call de-

cisions of assemblymen in Maryland. The percentage of correctly predicted votes is lowest

in Maryland for all dimensions but one dimension, where it is statistically indistinguishable

from that of New Jersey. The gains from adding dimensions are sufficiently diminished after

three dimensions, and three dimensions correctly predict 84% of roll call decisions. Despite
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Figure 2: Dimensionality of Issue Space. Confidence intervals constructed via bootstrap re-
sampling. Points encircled in black represent the number of dimensions selected for final
estimates.

no formal party organizations, politics in the New Jersey and New York colonial assemblies

were not particularly high-dimensional.4

Validating the Estimates

The first dimension ideal points and item parameters comprise a Loyalist–Patriot dimen-

sion with the left of the spectrum representing legislators loyal to the Crown and the right

representing those who supported independence. We validate the parameter estimates we

estimated in three ways. First, we look at votes that had high Loyalist or Patriotic discrim-

ination parameters. Second, we look at legislators who had high Loyalist or Patriotic ideal

points and compare their estimates to primary and secondary sources about their political

4An alternative way to measure dimensionality might be to select a benchmark for correctly predicted
votes (e.g., 80%, 85%, 90%) and estimate ideal points in increasingly high dimensions until able to reach
that benchmark. Figure 2 allows readers to select their own benchmark and evalute dimensionality. For
example, if the benchmark is 90%, New York would be two-dimensional, New Jersey three-dimensional, and
Maryland more-than-five-dimensional. If the benchmark were 85%, both New Jersey and New York would
be two-dimensional, and Maryland would be three-dimensional. Regardless of the measure of dimensionality,
New York and New Jersey are more predictable with fewer dimensions that Maryland.
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ideologies orthogonal to their voting behavior. Last, we test whether legislators who went on

to serve in American government after the revolution had more Patriotic ideal points.

First, we consider discrimination parameters. In the Clinton, Jackman and Rivers (2004)

item response theory (IRT) model, a discrimination parameter, βj, is estimated for each

vote, j. The discrimination parameter is equivalent to a regression coefficient that identifies

the effect of a unit increase in an ideal point on the probability of voting Yea on a Patriotic

bill. Therefore, positive discrimination parameters indicate bills for which Patriots are more

likely to vote Yea, and negative ones indicate bills for which Loyalists are more likely to vote

Yea. Table 3 displays six roll call votes for each colonial assembly: three with large positive

discrimination parameters, and three with large negative discrimination parameters.

Table 3: Discriminatory Roll Call Votes

Patriot Loyalist
New Jersey

Roll Call Year βj Roll Call Year βj
Remove power from colonial treasurer 1774 17.38 £1,200 to the Governor 1775 −16.02
Arresting justices 1750 13.27 Provide men to British army 1755 −13.41
Denounce the governor 1745 10.92 Fund colonial commander 1757 −8.56

New York
Roll Call Year βj Roll Call Year βj
Disapprove of British courts’ denial of jury trial 1775 16.70 Renew commerce with Britain 1770 −8.77
Denouncing British closure of Port of Boston 1775 16.38 Acknowledge Governor’s regard to smallpox 1753 −7.56
Asserting that NY entitled to Parliamentary representation 1775 15.72 £2,000 to Britain for troops 1769 −4.43

Maryland
Roll Call Year βj Roll Call Year βj
Reject amendment from upper house 1747 18.51 £60,000 for British troops 1759 −18.66
Preserve independence of lower house 1774 14.88 Reimburse Crown for costs of war 1762 −13.05
Remove quartering requirement from bill 1758 4.87 Require the quartering of soldiers 1757 −1.77

Note: Each discrimination parameter, βj, represents the posterior mean. Roll calls were
selected by examining votes with discrimination parameters of large magnitude.

The bills with positive discrimination parameters all represent policies that Patriots would

have supported. For example, in 1745 the New Jersey assembly voted on whether to denounce

the colonial governor, an agent of the Crown; in 1775, the New York assembly voted on

whether to denounce the British colsure of the Port of Boston; and in 1758, the Maryland

assembly voted on whether to remove a requirement that Marylanders quarter British soldiers

from a bill, a policy that would later be constitutionalized with the Third Amendment after

independence. Similarly, the bills with negative discrimination parameters represent policies

that Loyalists would have supported. For example, in 1775, the New Jersey assembly voted

on whether to provide £1200 to the colonial governor, an agent of the Crown; in 1770 the
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New York assembly voted on whether to resume commerce with Britain; and in 1759, the

Maryland assembly voted on whether to provide £60,000 for British troops. The ideological

content of the bills in table 3 provide face validity that we have uncovered a Loyalist–Patriot

dimension.

Next, we consider legislators for whom we estimate ideal points near the Patriotic and

Loyalist poles. Table 4 displays four legislators for each colonial assembly: two with large

positive ideal points, and two with large negative ideal points. Each entry reports the legisla-

tor’s name, the years they served in their respective assemblies, their estimated ideal point,

and their ideal point’s percentile: what percent of other legislators they are more Patriotic

than.

Table 4: Polar Legislators

Patriot Loyalist
New Jersey

Legislator Years Served xi Percentile Legislator Years Served xi Percentile
Taylor, Edward 1769–1776 0.307 0.88 Nevill, Samuel 1745–1768 −1.197 0.07
Ellis, Joseph 1751–1754 0.304 0.87 Skinner, Cortlandt 1761–1776 −0.235 0.34

New York
Legislator Years Served xi Percentile Legislator Years Served xi Percentile
Clinton, George 1768–1775 0.723 0.84 De Lancey, James 1768–1775 −0.446 0.19
Woodhull, Nathaniel 1769–1775 0.281 0.64 Billop, Christopher 1769–1775 −0.285 0.31

Maryland
Legislator Years Served xi Percentile Legislator Years Served xi Percentile
Ennalls, William 1771–1773 1.184 0.98 Tilghman, James 1763–1763 −0.611 0.04
Lloyd, Edward 1771–1774 0.344 0.79 Ridgely, Charles 1752–1774 −0.576 0.04

Note: Each ideal point, xi, represents the posterior mean. Legislators were selected by ex-
amining assemblymen with estimated ideal points of large magnitude.

Samuel Nevill was an assemblyman from Perth-Amboy, capital of the Royal Colony of

New Jersey and loyalist stronghold. He also served as a justice on the New Jersey Supreme

Court, maintaining a legal philosophy that “encouraged preservation of the status quo” and

“sought to preserve the existing Royal authorities” (Presser 1975, 328). In our data, we

estimate Nevill’s ideal point as more Loyalist than 93% of all other legislators. Cortlandt

Skinner was an assemblyman from Perth-Amboy, speaker of the assembly for a period, and

attorney general of the Royal Colony. During the Revolutionary War, he demonstrated his

loyalism in quite a costly way by leading loyalist troops in an attempt to quell the revolution
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(Ryan 1975). We estimate Skinner’s ideal point as more loyalist than 66% of all other leg-

islators. Edward Taylor, on the other hand, was a Patriot through and through eventually

serving on a committee designed to communicate with other colonies and detect early on any

acts of Parliament detrimental to colonial liberties (Fisher 1911, 443). We estimate Taylor’s

ideal point as more Patriotic than 88% of all other legislators. Finally, Joseph Ellis was a

Patriot who served in the Provincial Congress of New Jersey, the colony’s legislature from

1775–1776 that bridged the pre-revolutionary colonial assembly and state legislature after

independence.

James De Lancey of New York came from a family of prominent New York aristocrats and

was the son of Loyalist colonial governor James De Lancey (Lamb and Harrison 2005). The

De Lanceys sided with the British once the Revolutionary War began and fled to England

in 1775 (Johnson and Brown 1904; Ranlet and Morris 1999). We estimate De Lancey’s ideal

point as more Loyalist than 81% of all other legislators. Christopher Billopp was an ardent

Loyalist and member of the Staten Island Loyalist militia; he was imprisoned in 1779 under

a New York law that made loyalism a felony (Papas 2007). We estimate Billopp’s ideal point

as more Loyalist than 69% of all other legislators. On the other hand, Nathaniel Woodhull

was an ardent Patriot and went on to lead troops against the British in the Revolutionary

War and serve as president of the New York Provincial Congress after independence (Selesky

and Boatner 2006). We estimate Woodhull’s ideal point as more Patriotic than 64% of all

other legislators. George Clinton was a Patriot as well, eventually serving as Vice President

of the United States from 1805–1812. We estimate Clinton’s ideal point as more Patriotic

than 84% of all other legislators.

James Tilghman of Maryland was at first sympathetic to the colonial plight against the

British Empire but by the time of the Revolutionary War became a Loyalist (Von A. Cabeen

1901). We estimate Tilghman’s ideal point as more Loyalist than 96% of all other legis-

lators. On the other hand, William Ennalls was a Patriot who went on to serve in the

post-independence Maryland legislature (Jones 1902). We estimate Ennalls’ ideal point as
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more Patriotic than 96% of all other legislators. Edward Lloyd was also a Patriot who lent

£6000 to the Revolutionary War effort. We estimate Lloyd’s ideal point as more Patriotic

than 98% of all other legislators.

Finally, we test whether legislators who went on to serve in the post-revolution govern-

ment had more Patriotic ideal points than those who did not. We operationalize service in

the post-revolution government as either serving as a delegate to the Continental Congress

or as a member of a post-revolution U.S. state legislature. Figure 3 displays average ideal

points for legislators who served in the post-revolution government and those who did not by

colony among those legislators who were serving in each colonial assembly in or after 1750.

We subset the data to those serving in or after 1750 to isolate only those legislators who
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Figure 3: Patriotic Ideology and Service in Post-Revolution Government

reasonably could have served in the post-revolution government. In New York, those who

served in either the Continental Congress or state legislatures after independence had more

Patriotic ideal points than those who did not. In Maryland and New Jersey, however, the

mean ideal point between those who did and did not serve in post-revolution government

are statistically indistinguishable.
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Analyzing discriminatory roll call votes, polar legislators, and the correlation between

estimated ideal points and individual decisions to join post-revolution governments in the

new United States jointly provide validation that we have uncovered a Loyalist–Patriot

dimension in colonial legislators’ roll call votes. Since we are confident we have uncovered

a Loyalist–Patriot dimension, we are able to conduct a series of statistical tests to evaluate

the historical narrative connecting the Seven Years’ War and independence. Specifically, we

test whether Loyalists held on to legislative seats despite rising Patriotism among the mass

public and whether Patriots were unable to control the agenda.

Evaluating the Historical Narrative

Although lower chambers of colonial legislatures were the primary institutions in which re-

sistance to royal and proprietary authority in the colonies began to manifest (Greene 1963),

they were not necessarily populated with legislators who agreed on the revolutionary cause.

The estimated ideal points show that each assembly contained remarkable ideological het-

erogeneity along the Loyalist–Patriot dimension. Figure 4 displays estimated ideal points for

all legislators who cast at least fifteen votes from 1745–1775, indicating that legislators were

by no means aligned on the Loyalist–Patriot dimension. Instead, colonial assemblymen dis-

agreed on issues related to independence including whether to provide troops to the British,

send members to the Continental Congress in 1775, quarter soldiers, engage in commerce

with Britain, and reimburse the British for the cost of war.

In addition, those legislators who supported revolution did not often win legislative bat-

tles in colonial assemblies. To the contrary, Loyalists—those supporting either reform within

the British Empire or the preservation of the status quo—maintained agenda control through

much of the mid-eighteenth century, particularly during the Seven Years’ War. In fact, Loy-

alists maintained such a hold on the agenda that Patriots were very frequently rolled, voting

against bills that nonetheless passed. Table 5 presents the relationship between individual
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Figure 4: Estimated Ideal Points. Standardized within-colony to mean zero and standard
deviation one.

roll rates (the proportion of votes for which a legislator voted Nay on a bill that nonetheless

passed) and legislator ideal points by colony estimated via logistic regression weighted by

the total number of votes cast by each legislator. In both New Jersey and New York, legisla-

tors with more Patriotic ideal points were more likely to get rolled, demonstrating Loyalist

agenda control since Loyalists were able to put to a vote bills that Patriots disfavored.

Table 5: Relationship between Patriotism and Individual Roll Rate

Dependent variable:

Individual Roll Rate
MD NJ NY Pooled

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Patriotism −0.065∗∗∗ 0.423∗∗∗ 0.247∗∗∗ 0.117∗∗∗

(0.032) (0.081) (0.088) (0.148)

Observations 254 107 95 456

∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Note: Coefficients are log odds and x-standardized. Unit of analysis is the legislator.
Estimated via logistic regression weighted by the number of votes each legislator cast.
Heteroskedasticity-corrected errors reported in parentheses and clustered by colony in model
4. Pooled model includes colony fixed effects.
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The relationship between Patriotic ideology and the individual roll rate is strongest in

New Jersey and New York. A standard deviation increase in Patriotism is associated with a

42% increase in the odds of getting rolled in New York and a 25% increase in the odds of

getting rolled in New Jersey. The two estimates are statistically indistinguishable from each

other. The relationship in Maryland, however, is negative and a standard deviation increase

in Patriotism is associated with a 6.5% decrease in the odds of getting rolled. Figure 5

displays more clearly the relationship between Patriotism and roll rates.
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Figure 5: Relationship between Patriotism and Individual Roll Rate. Each point is a legisla-
tor. Curves estimated via bivariate weighted logistic regression.

Despite colonial assemblies being the most appropriate governing institution in which

to advocate for colonial self-determination, the assemblies did not uniformly push for the

expansion of colonial sovereignty. Particularly in New Jersey and New York, legislators who

supported the Patriotic cause frequently lost legislative battles to those who supported the

Crown and Parliament. For example, a bill in New York in February 1775 to commend New

York citizens for boycotting British goods in response to the Intolerable Acts failed with only

ten legislators voting Yea and fourteen voting Nay. The following year, New York would sign

the Declaration of Independence in part due to the Intolerable Acts, implying the colonial
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assembly was less radically Patriotic than the coalition of New Yorkers that would declare

independence from Great Britain and set up their own government the following year.

The foregoing analysis aggregates all votes from 1743–1775, but given support for the

Crown and Parliament among colonists during the Seven Years’ War, we expect Loyalist

agenda control to be strongest during the war, the height of colonial support for the central

government (Greene 1980). Figure 6 shows this to be the case. In all three colonies, Loyalists

were rolled more frequently in the period before the Seven Years’ War, indicating that

Patriots maintained some degree of agenda control. However, once the war began, Patriots

in Maryland and New Jersey lost their agenda control and were rolled much more frequently

than Loyalists were.

Table 6 displays results from estimating weighted least squares regressions of individual

roll rates on a binary indicator for whether the vote took place in a year during the Seven

Years’ War weighted by the total number of votes each legislator cast in each colony-year and

an interaction between that binary indicator for war and each legislator’s Loyalist–Patriot

ideal point. We also include legislator fixed effects so each coefficient represents the average

within-member change in individual roll rates associated with changes in the independent

variables.5 If Patriots were rolled more frequently during the Seven Years’ War than during

other periods, the coefficient on the interaction term should be positive and significant. In

all colonies, Patriots were were rolled more frequently during the Seven Years’ War than

they were not during the war, again demonstrating strong Loyalist agenda control during

the war.

Figure 6 also shows that after the Seven Year’s War, Patriots failed to recover the agenda

control they had before the war. Although Loyalists did not control the agenda as strongly

as they did during the war in the decade leading up to the Revolution, Patriots were still

rolled more frequently in all three colonies, a remarkably consistent trend that suggests a

larger phenomenon occurring throughout British North America likely exacerbating tensions

5Since we include legislator fixed effects and ideal points do not vary for legislators, the partial effect of
Patriotism is not estimable and therefore not reported in the table.
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between the colonies and the central government as revolutionary ideas were not enacted into

policies through existing institutions. Even though the lower houses of colonial legislatures

were best positioned to resist British control, they were nonetheless populated with legislators

sympathetic to the Crown and willing to vote against Patriotic interests. Combined with the

sense of betrayal when the British scaled up their direct taxation regime after the Seven

Years’ War, the inability of colonial assemblies to respond to perceived violations of their

inalienable rights made revolution more attractive to Patriots in the colonies.
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Figure 6: Individual Roll Rate over Time by Ideal Point. Patriots are those with ideal points
above the median and Loyalists those with ideal points below the median. Curves estimated
with locally weighted scatter point smoothing (LOWESS).

Roll rates are usually calculated for groups (usually parties) where a group is rolled if

a majority of its members vote against a bill that nonetheless passes (Cox and McCubbins

2005). Since there were no formal party organizations in colonial assemblies, we cannot

estimate party roll rates. However, by categorizing legislators as Patriots if we estimate their

ideal point to be above the median and Loyalists otherwise, we can estimate group-level
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Table 6: Roll Rates and the Seven Years’ War

Dependent variable:

Individual Roll Rate
MD NJ NY Pooled

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Seven Years’ War 0.021∗∗ −0.001 0.021 0.008
(0.013) (0.023) (0.028) (0.011)

Seven Years’ War × 0.192∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗ 0.135∗∗∗

Patriotism (0.025) (0.025 (0.038) ) (0.017)

Legislator FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,470 732 691 2,893

∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Note: Estimated via OLS weighted by the number of votes each legislator cast and x-
standardized coefficients. Unit of analysis is the legislator-year. Heteroskedasticity-corrected
errors clustered by legislator reported in parentheses. Pooled model includes colony fixed
effects.

roll rates for Patriots and Loyalists as collectives. Figure 7 displays yearly group-level roll

rates for Patriots and Loyalists and corroborates the findings for individual-level roll rates.

Patriots as a group were rolled more frequently than Loyalists during the Seven Years’ War,

particularly in Maryland and New Jersey where the difference between Patriot and Loyalist

group-level roll rates at its peak was almost forty percentage points with Patriots rolled on

over 35% of votes.
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Figure 7: Group-level Roll Rates. Patriots are those with ideal points above the median and
Loyalists those with ideal points below the median. Curves estimated with local scatter point
smoothing (LOESS).
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Conclusion

This article explores more thoroughly the ideological fractures in the colonial institutions of

British North America prior to the onset of revolution in 1776, and considers whether the

jurisdictional limitations of provincial assemblies and the behavior of assemblymen might

have contributed to the colonies’ ultimate decision to declare independence rather than seek

reform within the existing political system. We marshal evidence based on expansive archival

research in pre-revolutionary colonial legislative records and present the first estimates of

legislator ideology in pre-revolutionary American provincial assemblies. We then employ

these estimates to evaluate the extent to which the political demands of the Seven Years’ War

influenced decision-making in colonial legislatures, as well as the longer-term consequences of

increased Loyalism in provincial assemblies for transatlantic relations in the late eighteenth

century. This provides us with an original impression of the internal ideological dynamics of

legislative politics in British North America prior to the revolution.

Future research on pre-revolutionary legislative politics in North America might take

one of several potential avenues. First, research should take into consideration that our

findings may be limited to those colonies in which individual roll call records were kept.

This may prove to be a nonrandom subset of British provinces: for instance, it may be that

some colonial assemblies declined to maintain individual roll call records to shield elected

officials there from particular scrutiny from the central government in London who may

have expressed displeasure with individual legislators for casting roll call votes against the

Crown’s interests. As a result, the provinces in which roll call votes were tracked may be

a nonrepresentative subset of colonies in which the effects we find are either pronounced

or, potentially, underestimated. Though it is of course not possible to examine the roll call

records in the other colonies that do not exist, future work might use other archival records

to determine whether there were Patriot-Loyalist cleavages in the British provinces that did

not keep records of individual roll call votes. Second, future work should examine in greater

depth how and when royal governors exercised their absolute veto over colonial legislation.
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Namely, researchers might consider the political calculus that led provincial assemblies to

pass laws which, presumably, they in at least some instances knew would be invalidated by

the royal governor. This could also involve systematic examination of how the instructions

to the royal governors prepared by the Privy Council may have influenced veto choices by

the colonial governors.

Our research here suggests several important takeaways regarding pre-revolutionary Amer-

ican politics. First, we find evidence that the ideological tension between Patriots and Loy-

alists in colonial North America was not limited to the years immediately preceding the

outbreak of war. Rather, our estimates of legislator ideology suggest that a latent Loyalist–

Patriot dimension underlay political divisions at least as early as the 1740s. Second, our find-

ings imply that while, consistent with Greene (1963), provincial assemblies may well have

served as hotbeds of intermittent Patriotic zeal in the years leading up to independence,

they were nevertheless insufficient to function effectively as relief valves for the revolutionary

pressure building across British North America.
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